
 
 

 

 

SPD SmartGlass is the perfect solution to control the 
amount of light streaming through windows, effectively 
darkening your room to near black-out conditions for 
media rooms and overall comfort throughout your home. 
 
SPD SmartGlass eliminates the need for view-blocking  
window treatments, shield 99% of harmful UV rays that 
can damage valuable furnishings & artwork, and are easy 
to clean.  
 
Unlike ordinary tinted glass that permanently darkens the 
room, soft-blue SPD SmartGlass acts as a light valve and 
can be variably controlled to transform any sunlight-filled 
room into a cool space. Even in the darkest state, your 
view will always be preserved. 
 
 
 

A Florida residence uses SPD SmartGlass windows to cut the sunlight, glare and heat coming into their home while preserving their beautiful view of the Intercoastal. 
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SPD SmartGlass  for the Home     Room Darkening on Demand 
 

STAY COOL!  
SPD SmartGlass provides a substantial 

reduction in light, sunglare and heat gain and 
can be controlled with a simple dimmer, remote 

control, or automatic sensor. 
 

 

Custom Designed & Built to Order 
 
SPD SmartGlass is available in fully-glazed and pre-wired windows and doors, ready for contractor installation. It can also be 
provided in custom-sized laminated & insulated glass configurations for glazier installation into existing frames. Variable tint, 
SPD SmartGlass can be produced in any shape, including bent or radiused, and is suitable for new construction, remodeling, 
and retrofit applications where changing the glass may not be practical.  
 
SPD SmartGlass is truly the “green” solution to maximizing the use of natural daylight while reducing cooling costs. 
 

 
SPD SmartGlass has the unique and 
unmatched ability to be instantly darkened 
and lightened within a matter of seconds 
with a simple dimmer, remote control, or 
automatic sensor, and has a dynamic light 
range of over 50% to less than 1%.  
 
SPD SmartGlass tints with an even & 
consistent change throughout the entire 
surface, regardless of panel size.  
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